
Pension Reform Proposal KeyTakeaways

♦ What is the current status of Pennsylvania's public pensions?
• $83 billion swing: PA's pension funds went from a $20 billion surplus in 2000 to a $63 billion

deficit as of 2015.

• Without question, Pennsylvania's pension costs are crowding out other state programs and are
the number one driver of school property tax increases.

♦ What is the new pension reform proposal?
• The plan found in Senate Bill 1 is based on the foundation of last year's Conference Committee

Report.

• Senate Bill 1 would move away from the current risky full defined benefit system, offering a

side-by-side hybrid option that pairs a 401(k) DCcomponent with a smaller defined benefit

component. Additionally, Senate Bill 1 provides new and current employees with the option of

a full 401(k) DC style plan.

♦ What is the risk mitigation?

• Pension system "risk" is the impact on employer (taxpayer) contributions when investment

returns do not meet projected expectations.

• In terms of the dollar value of risk mitigated. Senate Bill 1 would be the largest reform

enacted by any state in the country, according to PEW Charitable Trust. According to the IFO

analysis, the reforms in this legislation have the potential to protect taxpayers from $6.5B to

$13B or more over the projection period.

• Analysis shows that the proposed plan design changes on their own would reduce risk by 60%

or more, including the employee contribution cost-sharing.

• In a full risk transfer assessment by the Senate Appropriations Committee, when all employees

have transferred to the plan, the risk transfer can be scored at $26.9B if the systems miss their

assumed rate of return by 1%.

♦ What would be the fiscal impacts of the proposal?

• According to the IFO report, the new plan will result in $1.4B in cash flow savings AND by the
end of the projection period, the financial position of PSERS and SERS is projected to improve

by $4.2B with regard to the unfunded liability. These two numbers combined represent $5.6B

in reduced cost of the system over the timeline of the analysis.

• On investments, the reform calls for the state to take action on reducing investment fees by

$3 billion, increase investment fee transparency, and formalize the way the state plans for

uncertain investment returns through the use of stress testing. Following through on each of
these points will improve PA's national rank on investment fees, place the state among the

leaders in investment fee transparency, and make PAan early adopter of stress test analysis.
• On funding, the plan cements and increases the commitment to fully fund pension promises.

Continuing on this path will move Pennsylvania from 49th to the top half of states on making
required pension contributions and, according to PEW, will represent one of the two largest
turnarounds any state has enacted (West Virginia being the other).






